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Download our handy printable checklist to ensure you have considered 

everything you need before you visit your jeweler.

Consider buying a De Beers Forevermark diamond. Every De Beers 

Forevermark diamond is completely natural, hand-selected and comes 

with a promise that it is beautiful, rare and responsibly sourced.

Notes:

Diamond engagement ring checklist 

     Do you know your partner’s ring size? If not, when you purchase the 

engagement ring, take along a ring they wear on their engagement 

ring finger.

     Based on their personal style and existing jewelry, consider what 

diamond shape, setting type and metal color they may prefer.

     Have you asked friends and family for advice on your partner’s 

expectations and style preferences?

     Have you considered your partner’s hand and finger shape in order 

to determine which engagement ring style will be most flattering?

     Have you considered which metal will be most flattering to your 

partner’s skin tone?

     How active is your partner’s lifestyle? You may wish to consider a  

smaller diamond if they are very active or work a lot with their hands.

     Have you decided on a budget or price range for your purchase?

     Would you like to buy a ring with a diamond already set, or a loose 

diamond so that you can design the ring together at a later date?

     Are you clear on the difference between diamond cut (the diamond’s 

proportions and finishing), and diamond shape (the outline shape of 

the diamond)?

     Don’t forget the best way to see a diamond’s true natural color  

is to view it in daylight, against a white background.

     Do you understand the varying durabilities of different metals?

     Ensure the diamond or diamond engagement ring you purchase  

is certified and from a reputable jeweler.

     Consider getting insurance for your new diamond engagement ring.

     Is the diamond ethically and responsibly sourced?
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